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Thumbs Dowr) on Jacket Plea
“ Baby, It’s Cold O utside” may provu
the theme song of the U N H football’
clan, co-cham ps of the Yankee Con
ference, this winter.
The proposed drive to raise funds*
for jackets for the football players re *
ceived a severe jolt recently, whei*
the Student Senate W elfare Committee
refused to sanction any fund-raising
campaign “ involving direct solicitation
of the student b o d y .”
In a letter dated D ec. 18, Com mit
tee Chairman Shirley R on dow listed
tw o reasons for the refusal: (1) ’ it
would infringe on the principle that
Campus Chest Drive be the only fund
raising campaign during the year that
can solicit directly from students, and
(2) the proposed drive would curb
the effectiveness of the Campus Chest
D rive “ considerably.”

T he letter added, however, that some
‘ oken of appreciation for the ’53 U N H
earn that tied the U. of R hode Island
for the Yankee Conference Champions ip “ would be in order.” And any
money raised by “ dances, jazz con 
certs, or similar functions” will not
violate the ruling.
Before they g o t the cold shoulder,
Blue K ey and Senior Skulls, tw o honoary societies for senior men, had drawn
up plans to raise approximately $800
for championship jackets.
The project had been scheduled for
sometime in January.
The N ew Hampshire could not con 
tact either Leighton Gilman or T om
Mullaney, presidents of Blue K ey and
Senior Skulls respectively, to deter
mine how much this ruling would crip
ple the raising of funds.

Thirteenth Exhibit

N.H. A rt Assoc. Exhibit Starts
Here; Shows Outstanding Work
The New Hampshire Art Association’s thirteenth annual travelling
exhibition will be shown at The Gallery, Art Division of The Hamilton
Smith Library at The University, of New Hampshire from Jan. 5 to
January 25. This year’s exhibit includes sixty-six works of art in many
media.
Outstanding in the oils is the very dramatic “ Rubble No. 16” by
Stephen Trefonides of Littleton, who continues, in this painting, to pro
ject himself in his idiom of visually defining destruction and chaos.
Glenn Krauss again exhibits unusual
virtuosity in his very able “ Wind Through
G rass” , a w atercolor of unusual sensi
tivity, it allows the spectator a glimpse
of motion, frozen by the artist, with the
prospect and potential of further action
A “ Coffee day” will be held by three forthcoming.
o f Durham’s restaurants next Thursday,
Wilton Primitive
Jan. 14, when D unfey’s, O ’ Neils, F olOne of the most provocative paintings
lansbee’s, and the Wildcat donate all of the group is a cassein, “ Grandpa Talks
money taken in through coffee sales to to God” , by Robert Ring of Wilton. It
the 1954 March of Dimes drive on In has the naive quality of a primitive
fantile Paralysis.
handled with the color dexterity of a
This coffee day was run on an experi very' sensitive and trained craftsman.
mental basis a year ago, and netted the
“ Menaced” , an intaglio print by Karl
Dimes March -100. This year, with the
Moehl of Durham, is outstanding in the
national goal increased from -52 million
to -75 million dollars, Polio officials in print section of the exhibit. A keen sense
of the dramatic paralleled by an unusual
this area estimate Durham’s quota to be
sensitivity to the medium, Mr. Moehl is
approximately -3,000.
indeed showing his command and ability
Take time out to grab a cup of coffee at
in the graphic field. This print was
one of the three eating places mentioned
awarded the Currer Gallery prize for
above next Thursday, Jan. 14, and help
1953. Mr. Moehl is on the staff of the
put Durham over the top in the March
department of the Arts at the university.
of Dimes campaign.
Other members of the University’s staff
represented are: Mr. John W . Hatch,
Mr. Edwin Scheier, and Mr. Herbert O.
Waters. John Hatch, who has been gain
ing a solid reputation as one of the lead
ing “ New England Seacoast painters” ,
again projects the stable and rugged
quality indiginous to the region by which
T he University 4-H Club will spon he is inspired.
sor a Square-Dance Callers Jamboree
U N H Grad Represented
at N ew Hampshire H all on Friday,
Paul
Dufour, a graduate of the Uni
Jan. 8, at 8 p.m.
This unusual event will feature call versity of N ew Hampshire, in his oil
ers from all sections of the state and “ Life, Time and Fortune” , seems more
from Massachusetts. The dance will be interested in striking color relationships
either “ stag or drag” . This event is the and uses three well-known publications
first of its kind to be held in several as a point of departure; he, however,
years at the University. The admission limits his pallette range, and is concerned
with the plastic quality of each color.
charge will be sixty cents per person.
T he 4-H Club has set up the follow  Mirium Sawyer, on the other hand, uses
ing committees for the Jam boree: The the color of old buildings to project her
music committee, under the direction of ability to react to light and shade in
Frank Sargent; refreshments, man “ Tenaments Back of Ferretti’s” . This
aged by M ary Chafie and Christine painting executed in pallette knife pro
B oyer; decorations chairman, N orm a vocates the feeling o f the sterilizing effect
T a y lor; and the ticket sales are being of sunlight in a manner that gives charm
to something that ordinarily would be
handled by Ralph Kee.
T he general chairman in charge o f very prosaic.

Durham Coffee Helps
Annual Dime March

Square Dance Fete
Will Gather Callers

the whole
Turner.

Jamboree

is

M arilyn

R.

19 Delegates From U N H C A
Attend Harvard Conference
Nineteen delegates from U N H at
tended a Student Christian M ovem ent
conference at Harvard recently. The
conference, entitled, “ Life of the
C hurch” , was attended by over tw o
thousand delegates from sixty-tw o col
leges in N ew England.
M any of the U N H delegates arrived
Saturday m orning in order to see the
production of “ John B row n ’ s B o d y ”
Friday night.

Memorial Union Campaign Attains
New High With More Area Totals
Recent pledges boosted the national total in the University of New Hampshire Memorial Union Drive
over the $575,000 mark, drive director Jere Chase recently announced.
Included in the new pledges are approximately $35,000 from the metropolitan New , York area, $46,000
from the Boston and eastern Mass. area and $7,423 from the central Connecticut area.
$650,000 was the minimum goakset for
the drive, inaugurated last May, which
when added to funds previously received
from an earlier alumni campaign would
insure $800,000, a sum felt to be suffi
cient to start construction of the triple
purpose building.
Planning Committee Meets
On Monday, January 11, the Memorial
Union Planning Committee, under the
chairmanship of Perley Fitts, U N H
trustee and state Commissioner of A gri
culture which is to study facilities needed
and to help make decisions in the design
and contents of the building,’ will meet
to hear reports submitted to them by the
Facilities Sub-Committee, the General
Architecture Sub-Committee and the
Finance Sub-Committee.
The Planning Committee has previous
ly recommended to the U N H trustees
that the architects submit several alter
nate designs for approval, a recommenda
tion that was approved by the trustees.
It is expected that these plans will be
completed and ready for bidding late this
year.
Plans Tentative
The firm of Kiley and Gourley, winner
of the building design contest, is having
their design used as the basis of the
present campaign, but their plans are
only tentative.
The Facilities Sub-Committe, in a re
cent meeting held to prepare their report
for the Planning Committee, discussed
making space available for Mike and Dial,
plans for the cafeteria, snack bar, a dance
hall, ping pong, meetings rooms, a card
room, bowling, television, dark rooms,
billiards and facilities or commuters.

Dartmouth Keeps Mountain Top
Dartmouth College announced that it plans to retain title to the summit
of Mt. Washington when the property is turned over to the college.
Robert S. Monahan, manager of Dartmouth outing properties, made
the announcement in a statement of official college policy submitted to
the Governor’s Mt. Washington Study Cpmmittee.
The summit property and the cog railway were left to Dartmouth as
the reiduary legatee of the estate of Col. Henry N. Teague, class of 1900.
Mr. Monahan said disposition of the cog railway remains unsettled,
but consideration is being given to offers by qualified operators with
proposals for long-term lease or outright purchase
“ Tfye college cannot legally donate any of the 60-acre summit tract,
the cog railway or the base station to the state of New Hampshire,”
Mr. Monahan said.
The statement said that about nine acres of the summit tract are
occupied under a long-term lease made by Colonel Teague and will not be
subject to Dartmouth’s control while the lease is in effect.

Changes Projected for Union
When the Memorial Union Planning committee meets again next
Monday, it will consider several alterations from the original plans for
the building program. Among these changes in schedule are:
The present “ Notch” building may be incorporated in the new
building. Such a move would mean a considerable saving in construc
tion costs, it is believed, but would mean a corresponding change in
the architectural planning. When the final word goes out to the archi
tect, he will probably be requested to submit several alternate plans.
This proposed modification came about as a result of the esti
mated funds reaching less than the original amount planned for. The
Memorial Building that has figured in the fund drive thus far would
cost more than $900,000 furnished. Trying to get the cost down to the
expected amount will thus involve architectural changes. Incorporating
the present Notch is one such proposed change.
Probably as a result of agitation for a Georgian-type architecture,
the architect will also be asked to submit one of his designs in this
style. The final decision on the style and extent of the building will be
made only after all these designs have ben considered by the committee.
Some study has also been made of proposed facilities, with an eye
towards' cutting costs. Bowling alleys will definitely not be in the build
ing, and other rooms and facilities such as the book-store may suffer
a cutback. The possibility of combining the cafeteria and snack bar
has also been under consideration.
Maintenance of the building, heretofore unconsidered, will prob
ably be taken care of from three sources. A student activity fee, .con
siderably higher than at present, will probably take care of social activi
ties, income from the cafeteria will provide the upkeep for that part
of the building, and direct maintenance of the building— heat, light,
and so on— will probably be provided by the University itself.
Whatever happens to design or facilities in the immediate future,
however, the building will go forward. The committee has recom
mended to the Trustees that they close the contract with the architect,
with none of his proposed designs costing over $600,000, the minimum
amount expected to be raised. Any excess of that amount will go to
wards bettered facilities and equipment for the building, or towards
a sinking fund for the addition of more room to the building.

Letter from Japan

Professor Sees Differences Between Students
In American And Japanese University Living
Editor’s Note: The following letter is from Dr. George M. Haslerud, associate professor of psychology at U N H ,
who is currently in Japan under the government’s Fulbright program. The letter is reproduced as completely as
spacelimitations permit.Prof.Haslerud received his B.A. and his Ph.D at the University of Minnesota and has been
at the University of New Hampshire since 1945.

Official Notices
All students are responsible for knowledge
of nptices appearing here.

Registration for Semester II, 195354, for new students, for students w ho
have been re-admitted, and for students
who did not pre-register for Semester
II, will be held on January 12, 13, and
14 in Thom pson 101, 8-12 a.m. and
1-3:30 p.m. Please register during this
period if you are within reasonable
distance of the campus. Otherwise you
will have to register on February 1
when conditions will not be as favor
able

Victorian Interior
Another oil which exploits the imagi
native powers of the artist still retaining
the literal concept is “ Interior” by Omer
Lassonde of Manchester. Mr. Lassonde,
one o f New Hampshire’s best-known
painters, again proves his ability of keen
insight to the possibilities of Victorian
interiors.
A s a whole the exhibit ranges from
the very competent conservative to the
most “ avant-grade”
conservative.
It
proves without a doubt that New Hamp
shire artists are facile, imaginative, and
versatile — creating a reputation for the
state and themselves that is ably com
petitive with the art expression estab
lished all over the country.

P R IC E — S E V E N C EN T S

Language Reading Tests to satisfy
the reading requirement of the College
of Liberal Arts will be given on T u es
day, Jan. 12, at 1 p.m. in Murkland
304. Students wishing to take this ex
amination must fill out registration
form s in Murkland 118 before 12 noon
on Tuesday, Jan. 12
Veterans under P .L . 346 com pleting
their requirements for graduation this
semester are required to report to the
Bookstore to sign a cap and gow n
vouche prior to January 16.
Drop and Add Cards for Semester II
will be accepted in Thom pson 101,
January 12-14. None will be accepted
after January 14 until February 1. Stu
dents w ho dropped a Semester I course
which is a pre-requisite to a Semester
II course must drop the Semester II
course officially or else receive a failure
in the course.
Students who fail a pre-requisite to
a course, for which they are pre-registered for Semester II, may droo the
Semester II course by filling a D rop
'and A dd Card with the signatures of
the student’s adviser and his college
dean and by designating on the card:
Prerequisite failed.

W e meet New Hampshire here in surprising ways. One day the
Tokyo newspaper had an article headed “ Blow to Doctors in New Hamp
shire” which went on to tell of the third largest apple crop in the state’s
history. Another day there was an article on football prospects this fall
at U NH . The news from my correspondents has not yet included what
the outcome actually was.
W h en I am introduced to professors
at the U. of K y oto and other Japanese
universities, I am often asked about
the experiments and writings of U N H
professors they have included in their
bibliographies, e.g., Carroll, Yeager,
Lattimore. N ot lon g ago Mr. Y . Murataka, Garica student at U N H tw o years
ago, .called at my home for an evening
of chatting about Durham, M r Stew
art’s movies, Dean Sackett and his
many kindnesses to foreign students,
his history professors, and many other
topics. H e is now teaching English in
a K yoto high school but hopes eventu
ally to get into his field of history. M y
bald head proved an identifying land
mark for Mr. Arm s, English major,
w ho was sitting behind me in T ok y o
Union Church where I had gone with
Dr. and Mrs. Godshall, the head of
Fulbright in Japan. A s we were leav
ing, he tapped me on the shoulder, in
troduced his wife, and wanted to know
the latest news from U N H (I knew it
then since that was in Septem ber).
Just before his lecture, given as part
of Fulbright orientation about changes
in the educational system introduced
by the Occupation, Dr. Thom as M cGrail, form erly in the English depart
ment at U N H , paged me. Later my
my family and I had lunch with him.
I am not sure that I suplied him with
as much news as he did me, so well
does he read his U N H Alumnus. Dr.
M cGrail, now Asst. Cultural Attache
of the Am erican Embassy, was given
the honor of officially opening the
Kabuki season in T o k y o this year. Be
cause of his and others’ efforts, New
Y ork may have a chance to ^see the
best Japanese com pany next year. A n 
other form er U N H English professor,
R obert Grant, has played a very im 
portant part in our lives here. H e is
professor o f English at Doshisha U.,
an educational missionary w hom many
of you may have met on his furlough
last year
A t K y o to University the hundredminute lecture begins an indeterminate
(continued on page 8)

Norma Farrar Now
Is Coordinator Of
Religious Activities
Norma Farrar has been named to fill
the position of Coordinator. o f Religious
Activities on campus, it was announced
by President Robert F. Chandler, Jr. re
cently.
Miss Farrar, a ’51 graduate of U N H
earned her master’s degree in Student
Personnel at Columbia university. As an
undergraduate, she was president o f the
Association of Women Students, was
elected to Mortar Board, and sang with
the concert choir. She was also the
first recipient of the Personal Achieve
ment Trophy.
During the spring o f 1953, Miss Farrar
returned to Durham to assist in the
Memorial Union Drive as Project Assist
ant. In this capacity, she was responsible
for coordinating the work of the commit
tees, serving as public relations admin
istrator, and addressing organizations
throughout the state. During the past
year, she served as advisor for the stu
dent group which raised $73,000 in pledges
on the campus for the proposed Union
building.
In making the appointment, Dr. Chand
ler stated, “ I believe this appointment
will serve to strengthen the University’s
support o f this most important phase in
the lives of our students. All of us recog
nize the tremendous need for spiritual
guidance in a time when our young people
are confused by secular philosophies and
materialistic demands. W e welcome this
addition to our staff as a symbol of the
University’s interest in the total develop
ment of our youth.”
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Badge of Dishonor
O f all the creeping fog-shapes that arise out of
the mis't of civilization, the most odorous and the
most pervasive is that of nepotism. From the
Christian church of the Middle Ages to the Con
gressional pay-roll of the Atomic Age, the charm
ingly tubercular policy of handing out jobs and
honors to friends an’d relatives has caused decay in
every society where it exists. W hat does merit
count for when you know the men on high? W hat
use is ability when your father owns the bank?
Nepotism flourishes especially well in the iso
lated society of a college community, where there
is little in the line of fresh air to blow away the
accumulated sm og of tradition. The University of
New Hampshire is no exception. Here the nepot
ism takes the form of “ brother” instead of son,
where jobs and honors are transmitted down the
line of succession which is marked by the upcom
ing rushing season. Instead of loyalty to the fam
ily, we have loyalty to the fraternity — a per
verted type of loyalty that takes the form of
scrambling for coveted jobs in somewhat the same
manner as log-rolling politicians in search of the
pork barrel.
There is little need of rhetoric or eloquence
to point to this crying shame in the University
society. The record speaks far more eloquently
than any editorial could. The most recent instance
was the elections to Scabbard and Blade, the mili
tary honor society. One student who was in on the
selection said of it: “ Each house was pushing its
own members. . . . The house with the most mem
bers in it got the most pledges.” Dean’s list stu
dents were passed over for less outstanding candi
dates who belonged to fraternities having a
stronger representation.
W hile on the subject of honor societies, take
a look at the two most honored of these, Blue K ey
and Senior Skulls. Is it any secret that Theta Chi
has the edge in both these organizations, and has
had that same edge for years? Is it any secret that
for years there has always been one — no more,
no less — dormitory student among their mem

bership? Show me the logician who can prove that
this is the result of honest selection, that Theta
Chi contains more of the campus leaders than any
other fraternity, or that there is always one dormi
tory man who is a campus leader and only one.
Next to the hbnor societies, the campus pub
lications are the most prominent examples of nepo
tism. The editor of the “ Granite” has been a mem
ber of Phi Mu Delta for as many years as our files
contain back copies of the yearbook. Is it easy to
believe that one fraternity contains the monopoly
)
on editorial ability to the extent demonstrated by
this record? N or is the record very much better
for The New H am pshire: again, Phi Mu Delta has
supplied our business department for several years.
The list grows over-long. W e will have more
to say on the subject later, but for now the list
will suffice.
The effect of such a policy of honors-by-inheritance are as cancerous on a college campus as
they are in society as a whole. The policy can make
it a badge of dishonor for a man to be thus hon
ored, it can make intelligence and ability into use
less attributes for the man who would get ahead.
Has this decay happened here? T o a certain ex
tent it has, at least in the honor societies and or
ganizations thus controlled. More important, the
decay is apt to spread unless it is checked. T o
prevent this, to clean up the moral atmosphere,
we throw out this triple challenge:
T o the organizations: the base of it all lies
with you. Y our value and your benefits depend
entirely upon the reputation you have with the
students. For your own sake, clean up your own
backyards, as we shall try to clean up ours.

I n t e lle c t u a lis m is in a sa d s ta te o n th e U n i 

Even liberal arts students, who have before
them the priceless opportunity of attaining knowl
edge in that vast field of intellectualism which
their diploma will state they have entered, rarely
venture beyond humanities 1 and 2 in their quest.
W e have been sitting around here and there
for a few weeks listening to conversations. A t the
Notch, in dorm rooms at 1 a.m., in the bleachers
at John Brow n’s Body. W e heard one discussion
on religion, one on Boccaccio, and hundreds on the
opposite sex. The one on B occaccio was of a
dubiously intellectual nature, and that doesn’t
leave a very good ratio.
Professors cannot be alone in the blame for
this degeneration. Certainly it is partly the ad
ministration’s fault for not requiring and foster-

TAKEA

’

Junior Witch Hunters
N ew Y ork law students -have been offered a chance to

Paul Wilson

H ocking of Harvard considered the
issue, and emerged from his study
with a tight little volum e called “ The
Lasting Elements of Individualism.”
In it he took a careful look at the
defects of early liberalism, disagreed
with both Mill and Marx, opposed the
bases of Communism and Fascism,
scolded dem ocracy, and proposed a
society for the future. In 1954 the book
is still new.
The individual, said H ocking, is men
tally prior to the state. W e speak of the
state “ as if it were a single organism
with a mind and will of its ow n: for
the m ost part this figure of speech
serves us well enough, but it is a
mere analogy and at this point it fails.
There is, in literal truth, no public
mind: there are only the minds of the
persons com posing the public . . . D ry
these functions up, or bind the life out
of them, and all the mental and moral
life of the public is stopped at its
source.”
Individualism, then, holds the human
being as the ultimate unit of social
structure. The state exists for indivi
duals, not they for it. The individual
is not “ a fixed membership, as of an

theMass-Produced Graduate
of lib e r a l e d u c a t io n . W ith e v e n
just one course in the culture of the western world
maybe no one would graduate without having
read the Aeneid, whereas now only those who al
ready have a leaning toward philosophic thought
elect the courses that lead to the upper realm of
the collegiate world.
in g th e t r a d it io n

W h y do students come to college? W hat do
they expect from their four years here at the Uni
versity? A bove we mentioned the answer first in
the minds of many — money. W e are admittedly
idealistic and ivory-towered, and we are positive
that a better paying job, a comfortable prosperity,
and an American Legion attitude are not the goal
of higher education.
In every University there is a nucleus of aca
demically minded students, but at New Hampshire
it is microscopic. W itness the engineering student
who has one elective and decides against a history
course “ because it requires reading.” W itness the
defensive intellectual who states “ There is a gen
eral contempt for individuals who are intellectual
ly active on campus ‘O dd’, I believe is the w ord.”
Statements like that are an insult to the Universi
ty, and even more terrible, they are true.
W e are calling for more deep thinking; for
more careful choosing of courses, not by lack of
final or popularity of professor, but by intellectual
stimulus offered; for more reading done on the
extracurricular level; for more intelligent discus
sions among students. A university’s standing is
only as high as the results its produces. Ours
could be a lot higher.

J a n u a r y 2 to 31

Voice of Independence
A University of T oron to senior has decided not to
bother with his final exams and says that a university de
gree is not worth the paper it is printed on.
In a letter of defiance, the student blasted the adminis
tration, teachers, and students.
“ The administration talks in terms of dollars, the
teachers in terms of marks, and the students in terms of
-sex,” he said. “ A s for the examination system, it draws
these three groups together and proves that the process of
learning consists of bad speakers divulging a lot o f dull
facts to a group of sodden students.”

by

Sullivan

Individual and State

m a rc h o f dim es

Millions of people give to the March of Dimes,
and they feel good about giving. Is that wrong?
W hat difference does it make if the appeal is an
^emotional one? The important thing to know is
that important work is being done, that money is
needed, and that we can help. It w on’t hurt anyone
to have a heart and respond to a need which is
not their own.
Perhaps the finest thing that a person can do

Observer

T o the students: you have the most powerful
weapon of all to force a change — public opinion.
Y ou are equipped with several good old A ngloFor an age that has produced Stalin organ in an organism ,” but “ a con 
Saxon terms for the man who advances for reasons
and Hitler the relation of men to their tinued tension between various pos
other than ability — use them.
sibilities of belonging.”
governm ents has a vital immediacy.
T o Student Senate: if no one else does the
Then H ocking turns to the attack.
In 1937, while both of these dictators
Mill proposed that individual forces
were on the march, Prof. W illiam
job, it’s up to you.

Intellectualism and
versity campus: students are not thinking, not
learning, not applying in their lives any stimulus
they receive in classes and books. Perhaps this
signifies nothing unusual, perhaps stagnation has
not settled in the minds of students any more than
it ever did. But this fact would make it no better.
If a group of colleges is considered inferior in
standard, it is so judged by the fact that there is
or can be something better.
The trend today is toward college graduates
w ho have developed no background for a phil
osophy of life. T echnology students receive no
more classical liberal education than English 1 and
2 can offer them. Students in prescribed curriculums enter the University with one thought in
m in d: preparing for a career and making money.

The

is to make a need their concern when it really is
not theirs. T o answer a plea for help is simply
to live up to what most of us believe in at least
one day a week. Sometime we might need help.
But even if we didn’t, we should give.
This month we have our chance to prove that
we live by our hearts as well as by our heads, and
to help a great cause in so doing.
do “ volunteer laboratory w o rk ” b y huntifig Communists
for the government. Forty-eight students are now w ork
ing part-time without pay in U. S. A ttorney offices in
Manhatten and Brooklyn.
These people are the first to participate in a scheme
which will eventually be extended until college students
are hunting Communists in each of the nations 94 U. S.
Attorney Offices.

of themselvees worked toward collec
tive harmony and must remain inde
pendent of governm ent restriction.
H e argued for tne admission of all
thought as the condition of progress,
and against repression as the root of
conform ity.
H ocking sees Mill caught in a basic
inconsistency in which unrestricted in
dividual liberty actually prevents so
cial harmony. H ocking feels regula
tion is necessary to prevent abuses of
liberty, and sees a society of costless
toleration as a “ contraceptive order”
in which theory, often irresponsible,
replaces activity. . . . N ew ideas, at a
natural disadvantage with the estab
lished, must prove themselves into ac
ceptance.
M arx proposed collective control as
the means toward individual good.
Individual capitalism, he felt, produced
inequality because it failed to solve the
problem of distribution as it solved
that of production. This failure and
coincident over-production caused mass
misery removable only by class warfare
giving workers control.
H ocking finds M arx as inconsistent
(continued on page 3)

6 — The Re>ader Writes
All letters to the editor must be signed by th e writer, must be under 300 words
and must be received by the Su nday night preceding publication.

in

length,

Our Americ an Freedom
T o the Editor:
A s you may know, I spent nearly
four hours in the Attorney General’s
office on Friday, Dec. 18. M uch of the
time was spent in putting on the rec
ord the remarks a mentally unbalanced
youth made about me in an Atlanta
court in 1949 and disregarded by a
higher court three months later. A lso
on motions, arguments, etc.
H ow ever, I am not writing about the
above, but about the numerous and
lengthy attempts made by the A G to
question me on material published or
broadcast by the press and radio in
N. H. On numerous occasions, acting
as m y own counsel, I objected to this
line of questioning. I cited the 1st
Am endm ent to the U.S. Constitution
and the 22nd Article of the N .H . Bill

of Rights which guarantee freedom
of the press. In my opinion, material
published by and broadcast by the
N .H . press and radio cannot be sub
ject to examination and censorship by
the A G without threatening the free
dom of the press.
On all occasions the A G absolutely
refused to recognize either the 1st or
22nd. I was forced to use the 5th and
15th in order to avoid being jailed for
resfusing to discuss material found fit
for publication and broadcast by N .H .
press and radio.
An examination b y you will confirm
the above if the full transcript is re
leased. H ow ever, Mr. W ym an has the
self-appointed power to edit and black
out any part of the transcript. I say
(continued on page 6)
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vate colleges where salaries are as low
as that of the professor in many colleges.
While not all professors are underpaid
nor all coaches are overpaid, their sal
aries are not as a group average close
to those of the other professions it was
reported in the survey.
“ It should be said,” commented Dr.
Frank W . Hubbard who directed the sur
The typical salary paid to the college or university professor vey, “ that among the small colleges is
places him at the bottom of the professional totem pole as compared found the ultimate of that professional
with other professions such as physicians, lawyers, and dentists. The devotion which characterizes workers in
statement is a result of facts gathered by the National Education American h itter education. Compre
hensively trailed staff members, almost
Association published as a report in the December issue of the N E A all holding master’s and many holding
Research Bulletin.
doctor’s degrees will be found at work,
year after year, in institutions of higher
The study, the first of its kind, re
ported the salaries in 417 colleges and cal inducement to those who are seeking education at salaries far below those paid
universities — including state, non-public, teaching positions behind the ivy covered in the best public school systems or even
walls of institutions of higher learning. in occupations which require less or no
land-grant, teachers, private, and munici
formal education.”
Teacher’s Colleges
pal institutions.
Although some administrative positions
Trends seem to be; the most attractive
hold inviting salaries, there is less finan- beginning salary is likely to be found in
Religious Groups Merge For
teachers’ colleges. This holds true only
for instructors, not professors whose Day's Bible Study Retreat
median is less. The lowest beginning
salaries are found in small private col
Both the CA and Canterbury Club are
leges.
State universities offer more financial joining together for a Bible Study Re
inducement to starting professors. Only a treat this Saturday from 1 p.m. to 9 :30
very few such institutions offer full pro p.m. at the Highland House in New
market. A group of approximately 50
W illiam Berry was officially installed fessors a salary which runs to two figures. people will attend. There will be three
Head
coaches
fare
better
financially
as president of the U. N. H. Film So
study periods during the time in which
ciety, due to the resignation o f H ow  than many administrative officials on col two major areas of the Bible will be
lege
and
university
campuses.
Their
sal
ard V . Jones, at the Decem ber 14 meet
covered. Rev. Henry Hayden and Rev.
ing of the society, in R oom 216 of aries may run into two figures on a num Jonathan Mitchell will assist and chap
ber of campuses in various states.
Murkland Hall.
erone the group.
Prexy’s Pay Tops
Prof. H arry L. Barrett, Jr., was
If anyone is interested and would like
named vice-president, and Ralph A idPresidents of state and private or more information, call Kay Kennett at
rich took his place as treasurer Micki municipal colleges are paid in the two Smith Hall, Rev. Hayden at the CA office,
Levi remained as secretary.
figure range except for a few small pri or Rev. Mitchell at the Rectory.
A lso discussed at the meeting were
tentative selections of shorts to supple
ment the main features. It was decided
to show “ Guernica.” on the works of
Pablo Piscasso, with the next pres
entation o f the Film society, which is
to be the German mystery thriller
“ M ” , on January 12.
Program s for the film are to be
written b y Shirley M organ. It was
suggested that the shorts selected at
the meeting "be included on the pro
gram, in order that they might be
voted on at the end o f the showing. _
The suggested shorts were “ Music
in A m erica,” with top name artists,
both popular and classical; travel filmsj
cartoons, including “ D on Q u ixote”
and T om and Jerrv; art films, such as
will be seen with “ M ” (tentative sug
gestion, Van G o g h ); “ The Tell Tale
H eart” ; readings from “ Cyrano de
B ergerac” ; the Zale-Graziano fight—
Stunts and daredevils or other snorts
films; and “ H ym n of the N ations.”

N EA Salary Report

Professor’s Pay A t Bottom
O f Professional Totem Pole

Berry Elected Film
Society President
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Individual and State . . .
(continued from page 2)
as Mill. Marx, too, sought the better
ment of a single class and failed the
total man. Further, H ocking asks, how
is unity to com e out of class warfare?
H ow wise is a new distribution within
old productive structures that continue
to ignore the whole population as
rightful consum er? H ocking feels that
M arx’s attempt to make up for the
neglect of the econom ic factor led him
to the other extreme. H e suggests that
the econom ic factor could not affect
men as individuals until logico-ethical
factors had prepared men as indivi
duals.
Next, H ocking turns to modern poli
tical experiments— Communism is an
enforced community that outruns hu
man capacity for harmony, minimizes
the necessity for differentiation, and
naively assumes that a reversal in g ov 
ernment personnel is itself a solution.
Fascism is. a drill-squad unity, not a
unity of thinking men. The Fascist
claim “ Outside the state there is noth
in g ” desnies the state itself by denying
its outside source— man. D em ocracy
makes General W ill absolute, then pro
ceeds to reduce its own sovereignty
until it is undiscoverable, mistaking
imitation for assent, and adherence for
participation.
Yet, historically, H ockin g feels, no
age, no system is ever w holly wrong.
Man is in cumulative growth, present
learning from past and giving to fu
ture. This is the “ true dialectic,” neither

ignored as in Mill, nor im posed as in
Marx, but a series of historic turns
“ when men reach a com m on feeling of
confinement within categories that
have appeared final, and an equally
general intuition of a way to move
beyond them .”
Finally, Mr. H ockin g turns to the
future. H e states the issue— H ow can
we combine the strong state and the
strong individual? H e answers: The
state, as an extension of individual will,
must be strong if the individual is
to be strong. F or example, the indivi
dual, by himself, cannot apprehend
criminals, but he can grant this func
tion to a governm ent strong enough to
do it. Thus a stronger governm ent be
comes a stronger individual, whereas
complete personal freedom would have
been anarchy.
Future society, says H ocking, must
be guided by tw o necessities— (1) A
state unity b y m erging individual in
public purposes; and (2) Realization
that this merging endures only when
public purposes are individual purposes.
Future society must: (1) Realize
that in an interdependent w orld isola
tion is im possible; (2) Control the
econom y— (a) where competition gives
advantage to foul-play; (b ) where
the profit motive restricts industry,
e.g. in continued losses; (c) to main
tain production on the basis of need
rather than conjectured markets.
In this brief outline, I have merely
(continued on page 6)
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John Purdom, M.S. in Ch.E., Ohio State ’48 (right), confers with other engineers on the
progress of a new plant.

A young chemical engineer recently
had his first assignment in a Plant
Development group at Du Pont. He
was part o f a team assigned to im
prove recovery o f adipic acid, a nylon
in term ed ia te, from plant-w aste
streams.
First, he made a literature survey
for possible leads. Three recovery
methods came under consideration:
solvent extraction, crystallization, and
a combination distillation-crystallization process. He helped to set up a
laboratory program to compare and
evaluate them.
Preliminary results were somewhat
inconclusive. It was decided to go

Richard Bradt — Marimba
James Antell — Alto Sax
TW IRLING EXHIBITION

tion and operation o f a pilot plant.
But this time, engineers from the
Production Division arranged for a
limited-scale plant test, using a spare
batch still and a crystallizer on a
part-time basis. Two months of test
ing confirmed the previous data—the
new distillation-crystall ization process
recovered adipic acid efficiently, and
would reduce costs considerably. The
plant is now using this process suc
cessfully.
That’s how one young chemical
engineer started his career in a typical
Du Pont Plant Development group.
The job of such groups is to make
processes and equipment more effi
cient, to adapt products to new uses,
and. to improve product quality.

DIMES

SOLOISTS:

Robert Thomson (left), B.S. in Ch.E., Univ.
of vVa. ’50, David S. R u m se y (center), M.S.
in Ch., Univ. of Mich. ’48, and Rene M.
LeClair (right), M .S . in Ch. E., M .I.T . ’51,
test samples on an experimental batch unit.

ahead with semi-works tests, while
an organic chemist completed the
laboratory work.
Next, the young chemical engineer
joined forces with a mechanical engi
neer to design a semi-works plant to
evaluate each method. In this plant,
all vital points were checked and re
checked: materials of construction,
steam and water requirements, heattransfer coefficients, yields, product
quality, and pollution problems.
The semi-works data revealed that
the distillation-crystallization process
was the most economical, and also
gave the best product quality. Usual
ly, the next step would be construc-

Plant Development work not only
offers opportunity in itself but valu
able training for other fields.

A SK FOR "Chem ical Engineers at
Du P on t." This new illustrated booklet
describes initial assignments, training,
and paths of promotion. Just send a
post card to E. I. du Pont de Nemours
& Co. (Inc.), 2521 Nemours Building,
Wilmington, Delaware. Also avail
able: "D u Pont Company and the
College Graduate” and "Mechanical
Engineers at Du Pont.”

KM.U.S.PAT.OFr.

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
. . . THROUGH CHEMISTRY

Watch “ Cavalcade of America," on Television

Mid-Winter Symphonic Band

Saturday, January 16

“Pops Concert”

New Hampshire Hall

Ticket Sales

—

Wildcat, College Shop, Bookstore

8:00 p.m.

Admission 60 cents
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IN T R A M U R A L S P O R T S
B y Louis Georgopoulos

Before we start on the intramural basketball scores, I’d like to wish
you all (with southern New Hampshire drawl) A H A P P Y N EW YEAR.
The basketball games got off to a great start before vacation with
Phi Mu Delta defating East-West 48-34. Powerful Theta Kap then took
T K E into camp 44-20, Hunter edged-out A G R 37-36, Lambda Chi stopped
Acacia 45-24, power-house A T O trounced Hetzel 70-30, SAE defeated
Englehardt 52-28, Kappa Sigma walked over TJCE 67-28, Gibbs edged-out
Hunter 52-51, Theta Kap downed Sigma Beta 35-29, East-West marched
over a helpless Phi Delta Upsilon 65-27, Lambda Chi sunk AG R 49-29,
and Alexander continued to jinx Theta Chi as they defeated the Chi
men 48-35.
And in the big game in 1953, A T O was too much for our fast, but
aged faculty as they defeated them 51-32. Playing in this game for the
faculty were Mr. Kerr, Mooradian, Chase, Blood, Charran, and Pelkey.

UNH Gridders To Open 1954
Season With St. Michael's
T w o N ew England opponents will
replace Middle Atlantic foes on the
1954 University of N ew Hampshire
football schedule, announced today by
Athletic Director Carl Lundholm.
St. Michaels College of V erm ont will
replace Upsala of East Orange, N. J.
as the opening gam e next fall, while
Brandeis University will replace St.
Law rence University of Canton, N. Y.
as the fifth game.
O nly non-N ew England opponent
for the W ildcats in ’54 will be the U ni
versity of Delaware, which will be met
at Cowell Stadium on H om ecom ing,
O ctober 16.
Yankee conference opponents will be
R hode Island, Maine, Connecticut and
Massachusetts.
The schedule is as follow s:
Sept. 25 St. Michaels
Oct. 2 R hode Island
Oct.
9 at Maine
Oct. 16 Delaware
Oct. 23 at Brandeis
Oct. 30 Connecticut
N ov. 6 at Massachusetts
N ov. 13 Springfield

East-West Beaten
In the curtain-raiser, Phi Mu Delta
scored heavily in the first and last periods
to defeat a spirited East-West team 4834. Bob Hackett and George Sawyer
shared in the scoring honors as they both
scored twelve points. Don Dickson also
aided his team in victory as he scored
eight points while only playing two peri
ods.
T om P ucci and Pete Gallerani were
the big guns for Theta Kap, as they
scored 14 and 12 points respectively. No
less then thirteen men played for the
Theta Kap team, as coach Whitey M cGinley cleared the bench. In the closest
game of the early season, Hunter edgedout A G R 37-36 as Dunkley sank 14 points
for the victors, and Doug Jones helped
the cause with 10 marks. Houston was the
fiig scorer for the losers as he dumped in
14 points.
Hunter wasn’t as lucky in their game
with Gibbs, for they lost by the same
margin, one point, as they won their
previous game. For the victors Roberts
was high man with 16 points, while
Azier trailed him with 15 points. Goyette
was high scorer for the losers as he
scored 18.
Lambda Chi W ins
Lambda Chi won easily over Acacia,
45-24, as Allen scored 12 points,
Harrington 11, and Grant 10. Orien
(continued on page 5)

Parker, Pappas M ay Set New
UNH Hoop Scoring Records
Johnny Parker, 6’ 2, track star from
W ells, Me., needs only 87 points in the
remaining 13 games on the University
of New Ham pshire’s basketball sched
ule to set a new all-time U N H hoop
scoring record.
Five games into his third campaign
the form er H ebron Academ y star has
657 points, which exceeds by eight
points the previous three-year high
hung up b y George Ford in 1951-52-53.
But the all-time high is 744 points
scored by Julius “ B u b” Millman in
1947,-48,-49, and ’50 when freshmen
were eligible and players had four
years of eligibility.
Pappas Threatens Record
A lso threatening the all-time U N H
record is junior Billy Pappas of M an
chester who played eleven games as a
freshman and to date has 578 points.
O f this total 139 were scored as a fresh
man, 332 as a sophom ore and 117 in
five games this year as a junior. A t
his present scoring pace, Pappas might
well becom e the first W ildcat to ever
his 1000 points in his playing career.
Parker, w ho also holds the New
England high jump title, scored 282
points as a sophom ore, 307 as a junior
and 68 “in the first five games of his
senior year.
Millman, also a Manchester Central
product, had 101 points as a freshman,
196 as a sophom ore, 237 as a junior,
and 210 as a senior for his record 744.
Wildcats Rank 16th
Coach Bob K err’s high scoring
W ildcats, currently hitting an average
of 82 points per game, rank 16th in the
nation according to this week’s official
figures released from the National Col
legiate Athletic Bureau.
N o N ew England small college out
ranks the W ildcats in scoring at this
point, while only Franklin and Mar
shall, and Juniata, tw o Pennsylvania
teams, have out-scored the Cats in the
Eastern statistical race.
P a p p a s , the leading U N H scorer
with a 23-point average, is 24th am ong
the nation’ s small college point gather
ers, and third in N ew England, trailing
Y ou n g of St. Michaels and Dennis of
M iddlebury.

THEY STARTED OUT EVEN AT G R A D U A T IO N :

Cats M eet Dartmouth,
R.I., In Home Games
By T om Kirkbride
New Hampshire’s varsity basketball team began its toughest fourgame series of the season last night in Storrs, Conn., when the Cats took
on Hugh Greer’s power-packed Connecticut Huskies. In the next seven
days, the Durhamites play Springfield, Dartmouth, and Rhode Island,
before recessing for the two-week exam period.
In Connecticut the Cats faced an old nemisis. The two teams have
met a couple of times a year for a generation now, and New Hampshire
hasn’t posted a win over the Huskies at Storrs for 20 years. The Nutmeggers invariably win the Yankee Conference hoop championship, and
this year the word out of Storrs is that the UConns have their best
team in history. They have won 10 straight this year without a setback
going into last night’s affair with New Hampshire, and included among
their collective claims to fame is the
winning of the vacation-held Dartmouth
Invitational Tournament, at Hanover.
Connecticut pounded Brown, Springfield,
and Dartmouth in annexing this cham
pionship, and in center A rt Quimby, to
ward Worthy Patterson, and guard Gor
don Ruddy, boasts a scoring combination
comparable with the best schools in the
country.
Cats to Face Springfield
The Wildcats carried a five-won, nonelost record into last night’s game, but
didn’t figure to cope with the UConn’s
superior manpower.
This Saturday (Jan. 9 ), the Durham
ites travel to Springfield to face John
Bunn’s 1953-54 entry. The Gymnasts are
only so-so this year, but are tough as
diamond on their own floor. New Hamp
shire’s last trip to Springfield found the
locals on the short end o f an 83-52 count.
But coach Bob Kerr has hopes of win
ning this one, through the employment of
a new defense.
Next week, a pair of hot basketball
schools send their representatives to the
Durham boards. Dartmouth com es in
Monday evening at 7 :30 p.m., and figures
to be one of the top attractions of the
season locally. The Indians have lost
only to U C onn while defeating am ong
others. Harvard, Williams, and Middle
bury Twice. This will, in a sense, be a
“ grudge” game, for in the only meeting
between Dartmouth and the Cats since
before the war, the Big Green copped a
59-58 win at Hanover two seasons ago.
Many of the New Hampshire personnel
who took part in that disappointer are on
hand again, and as Billy Pappas always
puts on his best show against big time
opposition, this should be a most inter
esting exhibition.
Rhode Island’s Rams sweep into town
next Wednesday, Jan. 13, in the second
game of a double-header. In the first con
test, a freshman episode set for 6:15 p.m.,
Andy Mooradian will display his frosh
entry against the Harvard yearlings. The
varsity game will start at 8 :30, and
(continued on page 5)

Lack of Snow Again
Hinders Ski Team
Perhaps the absence of snow on the
Durham scene has made Coach Ed Blood,
the two-time Olympic skier, unduly
cautious as he appraises the chances o f
his 1953-54 University of New Hampshire
ski team, but at the moment Ed frankly
admits that he has “ no idea” how strong
his squad will be in intercollegiate com
petition.
The Blue Wildcats, who finished fourth
at the Lyndonville Invitation meet and the
Dartmouth Carnival last winter, but
moved up into third place, behind Middlebury and Dartmouth, at the Williams
and Middlebury carnivals, lost two of
their best all around skiers in Dick
Snow and Jack Armstrong.
But coming up from the freshman team
is Jon Riisnaes, the slim, blond, Norweg
ian jumper who beat the best in the
country last year in independent meets.
Jon, who jumped just under 300 feet at
Iron Mountain last winter to defeat such
jumpers as A rt Devlin, A rt T okle and
Bill Olson, should certainly add strength
in the jump, an event in which the W ild
cats have been weak in recent years.
The Cats under Blood have been tra
ditionally strong in the cross country
event, but are still a doubtful quality in
the downhill and slalom.
Captain Bob Hoos of Berlin is trying
out for the FIS contingent and may not
be available for the major college carni
vals. Only other lettermen are Bernard
Brown of Laconia and Sid Pilgrim o f
Berlin.
In adition to Riisnaes, Coach Blood
has promising sophomores in Dick Os
good and Dick Field of Auburn, Maine,
Hazen Gale of Intervale, John Estes o f
Lebanon, John Poor of North Conway
and Russell Swan of Orford.
(continued on page 5)

Now at P A U L ’S

You may not see it in their outward appear
ances - but there’s a big difference between
these young men. One has held three jobs
in the five years since graduation. He’s
still looking for a job that offers him a
lifetime career. The other has been with
a Bell Telephone Company during that
time. He’s on his way up!
Seventy-Eve per cent of college men
hired by the Bell Companies since W orld
War II are still with these telephone com
panies after five years! Here’s why:

You Grow with a Growing Business —The

Bell System is one of the fastest growing busi
nesses in the world. Since the end of World
War II, it has spent about nine billion dollars
for new construction. The past five years have
seen the introduction of network TV trans
mission, dialing of Long Distance calls and
the development of the remarkable transistor.
And the next five years will bring many more
changes. In addition, each year the number
of college people hired is related to estimates
of the number of future management positions
to be available.

Telephone Work Is Interesting —You may

train to supervise forces engaged in construct
ing, installing or maintaining telephone facili
ties; or to manage groups of people handling
customer contact, accounting or statistical
work. You may work on engineering problems
or be engaged in planning or other important
staff activities, such as personnel relations,
public relations, or revenue studies.

No matter what your military status, it’s
worth inquiring about Bell System em
ployment opportunities. Your Placement
Officer has the details. See him soon. And
be sure to talk to our employment repre
sentatives when they visit the campus. The
time to plan your future is now!
BELL

TELEPHONE

SYSTEM

LADIES: $13.95 TAX INC.
MENS: $14.95 TAX INC.
On your wrist as in
“ our h ea rt. . . photos o f sweetheart
• • • family . . . friends . . . all those
you cherish will be with you
always . . . wherever you are I

“Watch our windows for daily specials/7

P A U L ’S J E W E L R Y
390 Central Avenue

Dover, N. H.
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Hockey Team Opens
Season With Colby
The University o f New Hampshire’s
varsity hockey team will open its 1954
season Tuesday against the Colby Mules
at Waterville.
The Wildcats, hampered again this
season by lack of ice on the Durham rink,
opened drills early this week, with three
lettermen in attendance at the first work
outs.
Veterans around w hom Coach H orace
“ Pepper’ ’ Martin must build this year’s
sextet are Monty Childs of Dover, Bill
Johnson o f Wellesley, Mass., and Peter
Swanson of Lexington, Mass.
Other candidates out for the team in
clude Frank Bies of Springfield, N. J .;
Richard Bramiley o f Andover, M ass.;
Robert Brophy of Salem, Mass.; W en
dell Coogan of Keene; Bill Colella of
Revere, M ass.; Phil DiCicco o f Belmont,
Mass.; John Dunham of W olfeboro; Ed
ward Githens of W olfeboro; Phil Ide
of Hartland, V t .; Dave Lampron of New
Y ork City; Hubert McDonough of Man
chester; Neal McLaughlin o f Danvers,
Mass.; John Percy of Caldwell, N. J .;
George Poirier of Arlington, M ass.;
Norman Poulin of Laconia; Peter Prit
chard of Durham; Richard Sparks of
Everett, M ass.; John Stiles of Melrose,
M ass.; Robert Tappan of Schenectady,
N. Y . ; and A rt Valicenti of Weymouth,
Mass.
The probable starting lineups for the
Wildcats Tuesday will be Brophy in the
nets, Childs and Dunham at the points,
Swanson at center, and Githens and John
son at the wings.

Cunningham, Famous Track
Star, To Speak At NH Hall
Glen Cunningham, internationally
known w orld’s mile record holder, will
speak this afternoon at 4 in the Alumni
R oom at N. H. Hall, it was announced
today by the Christian Association.
The public is invited to attend. There
will be no admission charge.
C u n n i n g h a m , -sponsored by the
Y .M .C .A ., is currently touring New
England addressing different groups
and clubs on the advantages of good
living and good sportsmanship.

Counselors Wanted

Write to:

CATS MEET . . .

(continued from page 4)
Walker aided Acacia by scoring 10 pt.
A T O (my choice to cop the intramural
basketball title) walked-over Hetzel 7030. Brooks, who made All-Tournament
last year, was the high scorer with 22
points. Sowerby scored 20 pts. and W hip
ple was close behind with 19^ markers.
Just in case you want to know why I
pick them to win, their starting team
averages 6’2J^” . Boy, what Kerr could
do with this height on his varsity.
SA E defeated a helpless Englehardt
team 52-28, as Mai Kimball scored 13
points and Ross dumped in 12 points for
the winning cause. Ten men saw action
for SAE.
It was all Hickey, as Kappa Sigma
trounced little T K E 67-28. Hickey scored
no less than 25 points on eleven field
goals and three fould shots. John Leahy
also helped the victors as he garnered 14
points.
Theta Kap won their second game of
the year by defeating Sigma Beta 35-29.
Tom Pucci again was the high scorer
with 14 points for his team. Red Dunn
was the big gun for Sigma Beta with 10
points.
East-West and Phi Delta Upsilon each
sent in eleven men during the game, but
East-West proved too much for the Phi
Delta men as they defeated them 65-27.
J. Tittie scored 14 points, Curt Harding
13, and Jim Pop, 12 points for the vic
tors. DesRoches, from Phi Delta Up
silon, was higher scorer o f the evening
with 18 points.
Carlson paced Lambda Chi to a 49-29
victory over A G R , as he scored 13
points.
Chuck Liberty was high scorer for the 1
Alexander team with 15 pts., and his
teammates Nick Raftopoulos and Jim
Lee each scored 12. Practically all Theta
Chi’s points were scored by Art V al
enti who scored 25 points. Alexander
seems to be Theta Chi’s jinx, as pre
viously Alexander upset them in football,
BOB KE R R , head coach of the Wildcat varsity basketball team, is cur
but the Chi men still managed to end-up rently enjoying a banner season as his Wildcat hoopsters, at this writing, have
second in the football championship. Ru won five straight contests. But the road ahead will be rockier for Kerr and his
mors have it that the Theta Chi men charges, with games with Connecticut, Rhode Island, Boston University, and
were not in the best of condition as the Dartmouth in the offing. Last year was Kerr’s first season as coach of the
game was played at 9 o’clock the day Wildcats, and he compiled a creditable eight won, 10 lost record with an aver
before vacation.
age team. This year’s club, while short in stature, is high in scoring potential.

(continued from page 4)
many fans are hoping for a repeat of
New Hampshire’s stunning 66-60 upset
win over the Rams here two seasons ago.
The Rhodies are finding the going a bit
bumpy in this campaign, and have lost
four or five ballgames. They stillhave
Danny
Dunn, a sharp foward, Dave
Stenhouse, a rather extraordinary set
shot, and slithering Slick Pina, who made
the All-Yankee Conference football backfield this past fall. Rhodie is always tough.
The Cats wind up pre-exam festivities
with Massachusetts in Amherst a week
from Saturday, Jan. 16.
Prior to last night’s game with Con
necticut, the Cats had some pretty im
pressive statistics to their credit. As a
team, the Kerrs are averaging 81.8 points
a game, and Billy Pappas is leading the
scoring parade with 117 markers in five
outings, for a per-game listing of 23.4.
The team has hit on 149 of 361 shots
from the floor, for a 41.3 shooting aver
age, and has made 111 of 191 free throws
good, for an average of 57.7. Behind
Pappas, Johnny Parker is averageing
13.6 points a game, with 68 points to his
credit. Bobby Michel has averaged 10
points a game.
Coach Kerr is high on his new defense,
a. floating zone that is best described with
a visual assist. Suffice to say that the
players themselves call it a “confusion”
zone. Kerr also stated that he is bringing
a sub, Charlie Bean, up onto the regular
game squad, and he thinks the lad may
help things a bit. Bean played spas
modically last year, but never came into
his own.

JA N U A R Y CLEARANCE SALE
QUALITY M ERCHANDISE
AT TERRIFIC S A V IN G S

Slax

Boys' Summer Camp
Salaries Ranging from $200 to $500
Waterfront, Music, Arts and Crafts
position, and men without skills
who are anxious to learn camping.

INTRAMURAL SPORTS . . .

Reductions 20 to 5 0 %

Shoes

Mr. Robert B. Vail, Director
Camp Elliot P. Joslin for
Diabetic Boys
c-o Anderson School,
Belfast, Maine

LACK OF S N O W . . .
(continued from page 4)
But, as Coach Blood puts it, “You
can’t tell about skiers until you see them
on skis” , and to date the hills around
Durham have been as bare as Mother
Hubbard’s cuoboard.
The first test for the Wildcats will be
the Lyndonville Invitational meet Jan. 2
and 3. After this they will compete at the
Dartmouth, Williams and Middlebury
carnivals, and end the campaign at the
Eastern Intercollegiate championships at
Lyndonville March 6 and 7.

Sunday Evening
Buffets

Suits
Shirts

at the

Books

Radios

Jackets

Phonos

American House

Slippers

Records

Clothing

Jewelry

Topcoats
Underwear
Furnishings

BRAD

MclNTIRE
C A SH

AND

EXCELLENT FO O D - M U SIC

Sweaters

Serving from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.

Raincoats

A ll You Can Eat For $2.00

Sportswear

Reservations Desirable — Call 2127

J *

D U R H A M , NEW H A M P S H IR E
ALL S A L E S

Dover, N. H.

F IN A L

How thej stars got started...
AM ERICA’S NEWEST, MOST COLORFUL DANCE BAND

Eddie Sauter and B ill Finegan9
leaders of America’s most excitinglydifferent dance band, met in 1939
as struggling young arrangers.
Ed had studied trumpet and
drum at college, worked
up to arranging for
“ name” bands; Bill
had studied in Paris/
won a spot with Tommy
Dorsey. After 13 years
of pooling new ideas,
they formed their

ft

^

'
IV E TRIED M A N Y BRANDS,
BUT I GET MOST PLEASURE
FROM CAMELS. YOU
A
V
WILL, TOO I"

START SMOKING CAMELS
YOURSELF! Smoke only Camels
WITH ME, CAM ELS CLICKED
INSTANTLY. THE FLAVOR'S HOW
v I LIKE IT, THE MILDNESS
m.
JU ST RIGHT/
A

for 30 days and find out why
Camels are first in mildness, flavor
and popularity! See how much
pure pleasure a cigarette can
give you

own band. It clicked!

F ot

OsA.

C a mels agree wi+h more people

THAN A N Y
O TH ER C IG A R E T T E !

'
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P A G E S IX

Winter Carnival Scheduled

Study Report

College Discrimination Report
Reveals Some Varied Opinions
Racial and religious discrimination in universities and colleges
in the Northwest has been considerably reduced in recent years, but
there is still need for improvement. This summarizes the findings of the
Pacific Northwest Committee on Human Relations in Higher Edu
cation. The committee has issued a report compiled from the returns
from a questionnaire sent to school administrators and representative
students.
______________ ________________ _
The administrators and students were
notably at odds on some points. School
authorities, without exception, reported
that official campus boarding and housing
facilities did not discriminate; but stu
dents indicated that, in their view there

Freedom . . .
(continued from page 2)
Mr. W ym an even though it was obvi
ous at the hearing that Mr. Connor
is the real boss in the A G ’s office.
F or example, mv -wife, Rachel, was
forced to attend the hearing for nearly
an hour. Mr. W ym an stated she was
there at my request. Discussion soon
brought out that Connor had sub
poenaed my wife for immedite attend
ance without W ym a n ’s knowledge even
though W y m a n ’s signature appears on
the subpoena. Just w ho Connor is
representing is not clear. But it is obvi
ous that he is not responsible to W y 
man or the people of N.H . . . .
I am sending this letter to as many
papers and stations as limited time
and finances allow. Many of you editors
may think that since my political rights
are also involved that the A G ’s actions
are no concern of yours. Unless those
in the center concern themselves with
the rights of those on the left they
will have but one choice. That choice
will be Heil M cCarthy and facism.
/ s / H om er B. Chase.

was some such discrimination, although
not much of it.
Both agreed that discrimination existed
in private housing organizations, but this
was attributed to the provisions of na
tional fraternity and sorority charters.
Students, apparently more familiar with
this discrimination, considered it more
prevalent than did administrators.
Authorities reported school service or
ganizations and honoraries as “ practical
ly nondiscriminatory,” but students found
a greater degree of discrimination.
Both administrators and students agreed
that there was no discrimination in ad
mission policies or in job-placement bur
eaus where these were maintained. This
would not have been true a few years
ago. Oregon is one of the dozen states
having a Fair Employment Practice Act,
making such discrimination unlawful.
State-supported institutions reported no
discrimination based on race, religion, or
national origin in the hiring of faculty
members. Some private schools reported
some discrimination, defending such a
policy as reasonable because of denomi
national support.
Conclusions
Conclusion was that all persons, what
ever their race or creed, have an oppor
tunity for the highest level of higher edu
cation offered in the region. Important
discrepancies primarily involve off-campus
living conditions where intolerance is dic
tated by national organizations. And these
latter are on the decrease.

Great Bay Motor Co.
Your Local Chevrolet Dealer
SALES A N D SERVICE

A torchlight parade, jazz concert and. carnival movie will introduce
the 34th annual U N H winter carnival. Plans for the carnival festivities
beginning Thursday, Feb. 11 and lasting until Sunday, Feb. 14, have been
announced by Larry Keane, chairman of the carnival committee.
Friday will feature skiing events, a UNH-UConn. basketball game
and the carnival ball in the evening. Chances of having the skiing events
this year are highly probable as they will be using ammonium chloride to
raise the freezing point of snow from 32° to 52°. Included in the skiing
events will be ski joring, down hill slalom and a cross country at McNutts
in Dover.
Saturday’s highlights will include recreational skiing at Garrison Hill
in Dover and an afternoon concert. A ski trip will take place Sunday after
noon and at a date not yet scheduled there will be recreational skating
to music. Mask and Dagger’s contribution to the carnival will be a three
act play, “ Mr. Barry’s Etchings” on Wednesday and Saturday nights.
Peggy Curtis and Larry White have been selected as new members
of Blue Circle. The. governing body of the Outing Club has selcted these
two students in an effort to boost the leadership capacity of the organization
in preparation for the winter carnival.

C O R I C L Scheduled For April;
Students To Receive Letters
This year’s Conference on Religion
in College Life will be held at R olling
Ridge in North Andover, Mass., on
April 24-25. The theme of the confer
ence will be “ W hat Makes Life W orth
Living. ”
T he purpose of these conferences
is to draw students, 'faculty, and ad
ministration together in closer relation
ship and understanding through fellow 
ship, discussion and recreation. The
discussions cover the present problem s
and needs of this college campus per
taining to religion, how the Christian
faith can be of help in solving these
problems, and the responsibilities of
the Christian student.
The first conference was held three
and a half years ago. when a small
group of upperclassmen became dis
turbed about the apathy and indiffer
ence on the campus regarding religious
matters. T h ey realized that there
needed to be m ore communication be
tween students and faculty;/ so this

COLONIAL
NOW !

PO RTSM O U TH
TEL. 8 4 7

E N D S SAT., J A N . 9

Esther W illia m s, T on y M a rtin, V a n Johnson

EASY TO LOVE
in

original group of nine drew up the first
plans for a student-factulty conference
to be held at R olling Ridge. This strict
ly student enterprise was held in the
spring of 1951. The response from the
students was so great that a similar
conference has been held each spring
since that time..
Comments made b y some of those
who attended the first conference
proved that it had indeed been w orth
while. The friendly atmosphere pro
vided the opportunity for a reawaken
ing of the spiritual mind and an ex
change of ideas. It also gave the stu
dents a chance to express themselves,
and to have their opinions respected if
not accepted.
This year every student and every
faculty member will receive a letter
requesting that they express their in
terest or lack of interest in goin g to
this conference. There are not accom 
modations for everyone but a crosssection of about 90 interested students
will be chosen to attend*,
Co-Chairmen for this year’s confer
ence are Ted Cole and Naomie Hussey.
M embers of the steering committeee
assisting them are: Charlie Jones, Jim
Anderson,
Shirley R ondow ,
D ou g
Jones, K ay Bardis, R obert Pilon, and
Pat T ow le.
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(continued from page 3)
indicated Mr H ock in g ’s position on
broad issues, a position which the au
thor carefully develops. T o me the
great thing about H ocking is his warm
sense of history; his inform ed defense
of the individual in an age that forgets
him; his awareness of the pitfalls o f
the very Liberalism he has so nicely
re-defined. The essence of his argu
ment, it seems to me, is that future
society must not only create liberty as
the early Liberals did, but restrict it
for econom ic justice, as events have
shown necessary. True liberty is not
chaos but a popular grant of controlled
authority to eliminate the inner fric
tions that preclude unified activity.
Still, he concludes, the individual con
science remains supreme, neither mani
pulated nor disregarded, standing in
relation to a man as truth stands to
the scientist— outside of him, in the
very nature of things. T o this con
science governm ent must answer.

W eek Beginning Fri., Jan. 8

Ends Tonight

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT

Individual and State . . .

Durham, N. H.

PORTSMOUTH, N. H.

Through the use of industrial television, Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft engineers can now watch
what happens as big jet engines are run under
abnormal conditions. Without personal hazard,
they can see inside the test cell from any loca
tion in the plant.
On their television screens they can observe
the action of linkages, controls and other parts.
Even infra-red characteristics not visible to the
human eye can be studied.
But to do this, many technical problems had
to be solved. For instance, commercial equip
ment had to be modified in many ways to
operate under abnormal temperatures and in
hazardous atmospheres. Soon a further develop
ment will permit remote traversing of the
camera and adjustment of lenses.
This typifies the way in which new engineer
ing and research facilities are constantly made
available to Pratt & Whitney .Aircraft engineers.
Here engineers are encouraged to experiment
with new ideas — given an opportunity to do
real engineering.

The U N H Sym phonic Band of 65
members will present its mid-winter
pops concert on Sat., Jan. 16, at 8 p.m.
in N ew Hampshire Hall.
Selections from the classics and
broadw ay will make up this year’s
program along with featured soloists
and a twirling exhibition. One of the
features of the concert will be the
saxaphone section of the band playing
a special arrangement of Moulin Rouge.
The soloists for the evening will be
James Antell of Manchester, N. H .,
an alto sax solo— Sonata California:—•
accompanied by the w oodw ind en
semble, and Richard Bradt of R och es
ter, N. H., who will do a marimba solo
— H ora Staccato and Stardust.
A special exhibition in twirling will
b e given by Barbara Entwistle o f
Beverly, Mass.
A m on g the selections offered by the
Sym phonic Band will be a band ar
rangement of H andel’s W ater M usic
Suite and selections from the Broad
way show, “ Me and Juliet.”
Dr. David Smith directs the band
and the assistant is Allan Owen.
Adm ission to the concert is 60 cents.
Because of the popularity of this pro
gram the public is urged to com e early.
N o reserved seats.
Tickets go on sale January 11. T h ey
may be purchased at the W ildcat, Col
lege Shop, Bookstore and the ticket
office the night of the performance.
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THEATRE

Bob Hope

UNH Band Presents
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Classics and Pops
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David Niven
Fri.-Sat.
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Fri.-Sat.
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G U N BELT

STAN D AT APACHEE
RIVER
Julia Adam s

If you are interested in our employ
m ent o pp o rtu nities fo r engineers,
contact your College Placement Officer
or write directly to Mr. Frank W.
Powers, E n gin e e rin g Departm ent,
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hart
ford, Conn.

Jan. 7

THE FAKE

Steven M c N a lly
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Kirby Grant
Sun.-Tues.
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Glen Ford
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HERE C O M E THE GIRLS
Bob Hope
Arlene Dahl

Tony Martin
Rosemary C looney
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Wed.
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Campus Firetraps Criticized

Bridgeport U Is First
With T V Courses In N.E.

Cattle get better treatment than coeds in some condemned buildings at
the University of Massachusetts, J. Paul Mather, acting president, charged.
He demanded “ emergency” action to replace firetrap buildings.
Writing in the school’s alumni magazine, Dr. Mather told of one build
ing after another which, he said, “ are not safe for human usage.”
He said 800 girls now use as a gymnasium the “ old drill hall” — origi
nally built to accommodate 100 persons.
“ Cattle on the university farm are being better cared for relatively
than the young ladies of the Commonwealth in terms of dressing rooms,
clothing, storage, and shower facilities of the drill hall,” he said.
He said the mathematics building houses 1,026 students a day but
“ is a building literally held together by last year’s coat of paint.”
Of these and other structures Dr. Mather said:
“ These buildings cannot be classified under any concept new or old of
‘Yankee thrift.’ Instead, they approach the descriptive category of ‘criminla
negligence.’ ”
Record Enrollment
Noting that the school now has recordbreaking 4,073 students, he said
conservative estimates show that this may increase by 1961 to 11,000
students.
Dr. Mather urged an effort to make the university “ second to none”
both now and in the future. He said some work must be done immediately
because of the condemned buildings and the fact that much scientific
equipment at the school dates from 1910. But he said it is equally important
to make plans so the school will be ready for a large enrollment in 1961.
He urged support for trustee plans, calling for $5,290,000 in capital
expenditures. The plan calls for a new women’s physical education building,
a new classroom building, and an addition to the chemistry building. The
plan also calls for drawing of plans for an arts and science building, as
well as for a library addition.

Keat’s historic Grecian urn has hit the television channels.
Brideport’s W IC C -T V is broadcasting the first television college
courses in New England. Credits can be earned in the living room.
“ Pick out some of the finest stanzas from Keat’s ‘Ode on a Grec
ian Urn’ and read them aloud at home.”
The English professor from the University of Bridgeport closed
his book, looked up, and smiled.
His remote control students sitting by
their T V sets in living rooms _all oyer
Bridgeport leaned back in their chairs
and relaxed. Their day’ s class was over.
Students in the studio, clustered around
a table, were still scribbling down their
home work.
Suddenly the television director called:
“ All right, now. That’s it. Let’s get out
of here. W e have another show in three
minutes.”

All-Student Church
Will Begin Services
Jointly Next Month
Because so many students have re
quested it, an All-Student Church will
start services on Sunday, Feb. 7, in
Murkland Auditorium at 11.
It was considered necessary in order
to reach a larger proportion of the 2,000
Protestant students, and to give a teach
ing and preaching function closely re
lated to the daily problems of students,
such as academic_ integrity, _ courtship
and marriage, choice of a life career,
stewardship of time and resources, and
related areas of thought. It will offer to
hundreds of students the actual experi
ence of Christian churchmanship through
participation in the _governing^ board _of
the chapel, singing in the choir, leading
worship, and selection of missionary pro
jects.
Four commssions have been set up,
those of stewardship, Outreach, W o r 
ship, and Music.
The commission on Stewardship will
take charge of the care and management
of funds; allocation for speakers and
missionary projects; securing o f adequate
facilities for worship.
Outreach will take charge of visita
tion evangelism, calling and invitation to
students to participate, promotion of
Christian literature, Bible study, and
week-day service to the church
The Worship commission will select
guest leaders; lead public workshop,
study and support of all matters related
to the worship in Student Chapel.
The Music commission will be in
charge of the formation of a choir, the
securing of adequate leadership, the selec
tion of hymnals and other music, and the
guiding of other matters related to the
ministy of music.
Sign-up sheets will be posted in all
dormitories, and it is hoped that there
will be a large response to this attempt
to give students a church of their own.

Literature to Housework
Grabbing their notes and poetry books,
the students dragged their chairs away
from the glaring white lights into the
corner. The professor followed them out
of the little soundproof studio. Kitchen
equipment was being pushed around it.
A woman wearing an apron appeared with
a mixing bowl.
These T V courses, “ Living with Liter
ature” and “ Personal Adjustment in Fam
ily Living,” starting with the fall term
of the University of Bridgeport this
September, are frankly an experiment.
They are probably the only unrehearsed
educational television courses in the na
tion that last the regular 50-minute period.
T o make these programs possible a group
of regular students has volunteered to
attend classes at the T V studio instead
of on the campus.
More Courses In Future
The courses already are considered
such a success that the producers are
planning two more courses — this time
in evening hours — starting in February.
The moving force behind them is Dr.
Phillip Merryman, president of the
Bridgeport Broadcasting Company, which

operates the local, ultrahigh-frequency
television station in Bridgeport.
“ I don’t believe a T V station must be
supported solely by advertising of pro
ducts and services,” he explains. “ It has
a larger mission than that. W e have a
responsibility to the local community.”
“ Television presents the possibility to
my mind of practically reviving the pub
lic forums of the early republic of Greece.
There are no more worthwhile programs
on the air than these college courses.”
A ll were convienced at the outset that
the televised college courses would reach
that part of the T V audience that is
often bored with much of the current
commercial programing. The successful
experience of credit television courses at
West Reserve University. — with an esti
mated 56,000 viewers — and other midwestern and western schools encouraged
them.
A t present W IG C -T y is giving time
free of charge to the university, and also
is reimbursing the professors for their

Latest extensive nation

Undergraduate education students
and others interested in education are
invited to help organize an undergradu
ate education club at the University
o f New Hampshire.
The purpose of the club, according
to student organizeers Jean Farns
worth and M orton Silverman, would
be to discuss problem s which cannot
be taken care of in class time, bring
guest speakers to the campus, supple
ment students’ interest in the held of
education, and travel to see principles
o f education in practice.
Interested students are invited to
obtain cards in the Education office,
Murkland 3, and express their opinions
as to the necessity and aims of such a
club.

w ide survey, supervised

•

STAFF

•

extra work.' But Mr. Merryman is con
vinced college television time could be
paid for through T V student registra
tion fees, grants from foundations of uni
versities, or out-and-out commercial
sponsorship.
_
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One of the most enthusiastic backers
of the new T V courses is Dr. James B.
Halsey, president of U. of Bridgeport.
“ It’s inevitable that many colleges are
going to do this,” he says. “ The potentialties of educational television are almost
beyond comprehension. It can mean tre
mendous expansion of educational oppor
tunities. Right now gasoline station at
tendants, shut-ins, busy mothers, men and
women in rest homes and hospitals are
watching our courses.”
Although some of the older and better
known universities in northern New Eng
land have been hesitant about trying such
an experiment, he says that they are all
watching Bridgeport. As this small-scale
experiment succeeds, others will try it.
Key to the success of the Bridgeport
shows, he believes, is the fact that they
are the “ real thing” . The programs are
not trying to sugar-coat education or
create Hollywood-style shows with an
educational moral. They are not burdened
with complicated properties that require
rehearsals. They are simply doing what
schools do best — teaching. The real-life
drama of a college classroom with the
questions, doubts and perplexities of the
student and teacher are being brought in
to the living rooms of the community.
“ Teledents” , taking T V courses for
credit, include a mother with six children,
several school nurses who leave school
at 2 :30 and rush home to turn on their
sets, an insurance salesman, and the
mother of a young baby.
The number of viewers has been limited
partly because W IC C -T V has an ultrahigh-frequency channel and most T V sets
have to be “converted” to receive it.

DURHAM
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Study Reveals That Co-Eds Main
Fear Is O f Aggressive Male Dates
Waco, Tex. — (I-P .) — The assorted problems of courtship and
marriage,including fear of“ aggressive dates,” lead
to more anxiety
among today’s college coeds than any other cause. Fears of Baylor Uni
versity coeds were examined by Robert D. Wickham, a graduate psy
chology student. He revealed his findings in a thesis for the master of
arts degree.
„

*

*

*

State Square-Dance Callers s o m e 700 g i r l s , including 40 per
I IMLI
Q cent of the coed enrollment in each underPlan UNH Jamboree Jan. 8 graduate class were inciuded in the sur.
A square-dance callers’ jam boree will
be held at N ew Hampshire Hall on
Sat., Jan. 8, at 8 p.m. This event will
be sponsored by the 4-H Club and will
feature callers from all over New
Hampshire and several from Massa
chusetts. The music will be provided
by local talent, and refreshments will
<be served. There will be an admission
charge of sixty cents.
W h en the class of ’93 held its gradu
ation ceremonies in T hom pson Hall,
one of the student speakers planned
to emphasize the marvels of the m od
ern age by gesturing dramatically to
the glow ing electric light overhead.
Unfortunately, when the cerem ony occured, the lights in T -H all had not
been connected and the speaker had
to rather lamely refer to forthcom ing
marvels.

vey. Nothing immoral could be read into
the findings of Wickham’s category of
sex fears. Some 40 percent of the girls
have fears of being old maids, some 47
per cent feared they’ll not be able to
latch onto the mate best suited to them.
Some feared they could not conceive
children, ,while others admitted a fear
of child-birth. Slightly more than 50 per
cent expressed a conscious fear of “ ag
gressive dates.”
Wickham said that the fact the girls
come from deeply religious background,
where taboos are emphasized, probably
is responsible for the concern over the
general problem s related to sex. T oo, he
believes some of the fears are due to ig
norance on the subject. In other cate
gories, he found that fear of cpmmunism
and polio are dominant in the thinking of
the girl of 1953.
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specialize

Japan . . .
(continued from page 1)
number of minutes after the scheduled
time; there is no T -H all bell to co
ordinate the classes. The students are
very attentive. Since spoken English is
hard for them to comprhend and to use,
I try to articulate very clearly and also
write a very full outline of my lecture,
the students toss the subject around
in their native tongue and then form u
late in writing or speech in English to
which I then reply. M ost of the stu
dents are men, but there are several
very brilliant girls. T h e examinations
for entry to K>roto U. are so difficult
that ony the most qualified are here.
The competition to get in is stiff, not
only because of the prestige of the uni
versity, but probably also because the
tuition is only a small fraction of that
at the private universities.
The students and faculty alike impress
one with their scholarship and research
drive. I continually marvel that they are
so well read when it is so difficult to
find and use the books and periodicals.
For example, the journals in psychology
are located in five different buildings,
several of thesp being professor’s research
rooms where one has to make special
arrangement to use the books. The de
partmental library is kept locked and can
only be opened by a key obtainable at the
departmental office in another building.
Count your blessings at U N H as you use
the open stacks and the many reference
aids at Hamilton-Smith. I was glad to
learn from the September Alumnus that
President Chandler is going to ask the
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phony orchestra was really very good),
and other events like discussion about
cultural changes, politics, etc. was in
student hands. I understand there is a.
similar period in the spring.

General Court for a new library building
that will make possible even better library
service.
There are no exams until the end of
the semester. The students take a great
deal of initiative in furthering their own
education. Since there are only a few
courses, they learn most on their own or
by consulting their professors. The grad
uate students run the “ Open Seminar”
where they and professors from this whole
region gather every Friday afternoon to
present research papers, reviews of new
books in the field, new techniques, etc.
I presented my research on transfer
of training to that group a month
ago. I was much impressed a few weeks
ago the way lectures were suspended for
a week while the students had their “ Cul
ture W eek” . The University cooperated
by giving space, but all the rest of the
arrangement for a big program of ath
letic, forensic, dramatic, musical, (The
all-Beethoven program by a student sym
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